Coastal Yacht Delivery
We get quite a few calls for delivering yachts up and down the pacific coast and I’m in the
enviable position to choose which boats I want to run. When we got the contract to move a 48
foot Riviera Hardtop Convertible from the San Juan Islands to San Francisco, I was all over it. I
have heard good things about the seakeeping ability of the Rivera’s and for some time have
wanted an opportunity to bring one down the coast.
As we are making our plans for the voyage it is starting to become clear that I am going to have
to break one of my rules to never get on an airplane again. For 20 years all I did was travel and
the last thing I want to do is get on a flying bus. My usual excuse for using a rental car to travel
to the vessel is that we have a lot of gear to bring and some it does not travel on airplanes well.
For example, we always bring a half dozen offshore aerial parachute flares, can’t bring them on a
plane. We always have a life raft with us, can’t ship that on a plane either. Inflatable life vests,
nope. But as we go over our checklist this Riviera has everything, times two. Life raft, check.
Survival suits, check. EPIRB, check. Inflatable life vests, yep. Ditch bag with parachute flares,
check, lots of them. Even has the SPOT satellite vessel tracking system. Resigned to the fact that
I have to fly, I try to make the best of it.
For the past couple of weeks we had been watching the weather looking for a window to get the
boat moving south. Late in the fall the weather windows are short and there may be a multiple
week gap between them so careful planning is in order. The long range forecasts for the sea state
are usually pretty accurate since the swells are generated far out to sea and take many days to
reach the coast, but the winds and wind waves are less predictable, and can change significantly
each day. It looks like there would be a two day window for Washington and the San Juan
Islands and then maybe another one or two days to get past the Oregon coast, then, once into
California, the long range forecasts looked great. With our departure date chosen we had to
choose from one of three ways to get to Friday Harbor on San Juan Island; wheeled airplane,
seaplane, or car ferry. Since I’m going to have to fly might as well make the best of it and take the
seaplane directly to marina. Easy to unload what little bit of gear we need to carry and the
departures from Lake Union are convenient with the commercial flights into SeaTac. At 0400
we are off to Sacramento airport to get the early morning Southwest flying bus to Seattle
Tacoma airport. From there we get a limo to lake union in downtown Seattle, and then board a
seaplane along with six other passengers. It’s all going well until we arrive at the sea terminal at
Lake Union to find that Friday Harbor is fogged in and the morning flights have been cancelled.
This isn’t good as we were counting on getting to the boat by 1100 and underway shortly after to
get out in front of weather down south. A day delay in departure may cause a week delay in
Oregon. The folks at Kenmore Air are more than accommodating and will have us on a plane the
second the weather clears. They are also in communication with their wheeled aircraft division
as it is common for the Friday Harbor airport to clear of fog before the sea terminal does. After a
three hour wait, with weather update every 15 minutes, the flight supervisor comes to us and
suggests that he drive us to Boeing Field on the other side of Seattle and we get on a wheeled
flight. The fog has cleared at the airport and they will hold the plane for us if we want to go.
While not as fun as a seaplane, the little Cessna with wheels will get us there sooner and our
schedule is important.

Once we are in the air it’s a short 30 minute trip up to Friday Harbor from Seattle, but we have
been travelling since 0600 and are now 4 hours behind schedule, arriving late in the afternoon.
The owner of the boat has
arranged to have a friend of his
meet us at the airport and
drive us the one mile to the
harbor, take us to the store for
provisions, and assist us in
getting underway as quickly
as possible. We have a three
page checklist that we use
whenever planning a take a
new to me vessel out to sea. It
usually takes an hour and half
to go over everything and
hopefully we don’t find
problems that must be fixed
prior to getting underway.
Fortunately in Friday Harbor there is a small chandlery near the marina where we can get last
minute items. We didn’t find much wrong with this boat but did find a non functional mast
head light and no spare bulbs on board, a small water leak around the hot water tank, and a lot
of gear that needed to be stowed. Small items, but we can’t leave without all of the navigation
lights working, spares on board, and all the gear secured. Our original plan was to leave from
Friday Harbor and make the short 40 mile run to Port Angeles to top up the fuel tanks before
rounding Cape Flattery
and
heading
south.
However, since we are
getting a late start and
cannot make Port Angeles
before 1600 when the fuel
dock closes, we decide to
fuel up in Friday Harbor,
run at slower more
economical speeds, and
monitor fuel consumption.
With a weather front
approaching
northern
Oregon the next afternoon,
we now may not have
enough fuel to get to
Newport Oregon unless
we keep our speed down
to
reduce
fuel
consumption. Our options at this point are limited, Run fast and fuel up in Westport
Washington early in the morning and then continue down the coat and try to get in front of the
weather, or run slower and burn less fuel and eliminate the stop in Westport and hopefully have
enough fuel to get to Newport and still keep in front of the weather. We chose option two since
we can always change our plans and divert to Westport if necessary.

From the log:
1945 – Rounding Cape Flattery. Speed
12.5 kts. Wind chop 2 to 3 feet and a west
swell 4 to 6 feet. Winds S < 10kts. Set
heading
at
185°
magnetic.
Approximately 10 miles offshore in
depths greater than 500 ft. Engine room
check found more water in center bilge.
Automatic pump continues evacuating
periodically. Next course change at La
Push, WA at approximately midnight.
This afternoon the weather and
sea conditions in the San Juan
Islands and straits of Juan de
Fuca is near perfect. Sunny and
warm (for this area) with long ocean swells less than 5 feet, the Riviera just wants to go. We are
able to keep a good speed of 20 kts all through the Straits but once the sun set, at around 1800,
we slowed to 12.5 kts due to restricted visibility and many small fishing boats. The forecast for
the Washington coast for overnight hasn’t changed and we are looking forward to a good ride
down the coast.
From the log:
0050 – Passing NOAA Ocean Data Buoy 46041. Speed 10.0 kts. Wind waves 4 to 5 feet and a West swell 4 to 6 feet.
Winds East 15 to 20 kts. Heading 150° Magnetic. Main fuel tanks at half, transferred 200 gallons from reserve
tank. Engine room check; still have water in center bilge. Small oil drip under port main engine, wiped clean and
placed diaper. Decided to continue south and bypass Westport.
For the past five hours the ride has been good. A nice moonlit night and now we are quite a ways
offshore with very little other traffic to watch makes the evening just a bit boring. At
approximately 0100 we arrive at our decision point to divert to Westport for fuel in the morning
or to keep going south. Unfortunately a few hours earlier the wind shifted to easterly and now
blowing 15 to 20 kts and the chop has grown. Our straight line course to Newport, Oregon has
taken us 25 miles offshore and with our reduced speed to keep the ride comfortable, a diversion
to Westport will take us several hours. With conditions expected to worsen after sunrise we
agree that if we divert to Westport for fuel, we most likely won’t leave there today. Our fuel
economy has been better than expected and since we transferred fuel from the auxiliary tank to
the main tank to improve the vessel trim, we have a pretty good ride, so we decided to continue.
From the log:
0545 – Passing Oceanside, WA. Speed 8.0 kts. Wind waves 5 to 6 feet and a West swell 3 to 4 feet. Winds Southeast
20 to 25 kts. Heading 125° Magnetic. Transferred 150 gallons fuel from reserve tank. Engine room check, water
leak at hot water tank worse. Closed valve to tank to stop flow.
At sunrise we are now passing Oceanside, Washington and are approximately nine miles
offshore. We have altered our course and reduced our speed in an effort to keep the ride
comfortable as the wind waves are still building but the swell is lower. It is usual to keep well
offshore when crossing the Columbia River as the impact of the river flow can be felt 20 miles

out. But the weather forecasts are predicting it to be calmer closer in so we decided to come to
seven miles offshore. The downside is that this will put us in water as shallow as 150 feet and
this is an area know for crab and shrimp pots. At night there is almost no chance that you will
see them in time to steer around them, but in the daylight we have a good chance of avoiding
them.

By 0700 we have had breakfast and fresh hot coffee, and are now 10 miles from the entrance to
the Columbia River. We set one of the VHF radios to channel 13 to monitor the commercial
traffic in and out of the Columbia River. Downbound tugs and barges are likely to carry logs,
lumber, and other forest products while upbound ships are usually bulk carriers with coal,
petroleum, and cement. Like most river bar crossings along the west coast, the Columbia River
requires a pilot for all vessels greater than 100 feet in length or greater than 250 gross tons. The
Columbia Bar is notorious for heavy weather, strong currents, and a shifting bar. For these
reasons pilots are boarded 15 to 20 miles out to take the ships the last few hours across the bar.
Pilot boarding at the Columbia is generally by helicopter and the vessel configuration, wind, and
sea state determines if the helicopter will land on the ship or the pilot will use a hoist. In calm
conditions the Columbia River Bar Pilots have two boats that they use for boarding. This
morning the pilots are all being delivered by helicopter and by hoist. Pretty interesting to listen
in on VHF Ch. 9 as the pilot is transferred to a pitching and rolling ship with 25 knot winds. In
daylight, entering the Columbia River is not difficult as there are many aids to navigation.
However, in heavy weather or restricted visibility, it can be dangerous as the current can reach 6
to 8 knots and that combined with strong winds can set you on the north or south jetty. For
these reasons I always avoided the Columbia and try to pass as far offshore as possible and give

it the respect it deserves. We also know that the conditions we are experiencing now are
partially because of the Columbia River and should subside by the time we get a few miles south.
From the log:
0800 – Approaching Columbia River Entrance Buoy “CR”. Speed 6.0 kts. Wind waves 5 to 7 feet and a West swell
3 to 4 feet. Winds South 20 to 25 kts, gusts to 30. Heading 145° Magnetic. Forecast for thunderstorms south of the
river by late morning.
We are still just motoring along with a fairly comfortable ride. In these conditions the Riviera is
proving to be a great heavy weather boat. Our only concern is that due to the rough conditions
we are burning fuel at a higher rate than expected and may not have enough fuel to make
Newport without encroaching on our reserve. We always plan to keep 25% of the tank capacity
in reserve just for emergencies. Bad weather and trying to keep a schedule is not an emergency,
and we won’t go below a quarter. Since we are close enough to shore for internet access we are
watching the weather south of us closely while at the same time keeping an eye on the
conditions at the Columbia river bar channel just in case we need to head to Astoria to sit out
the oncoming storms.
We are now faced with the dilemma of continuing south with slow progress and getting south
of Tillamook Head before the next weather front arrives in central Oregon, or turning around
and heading up the Columbia to the Port of Astoria where there is a protected marina with fuel
and hot food. At 0900 we make a radio call the USCG station Columbia River for a bar
conditions report. They tell us that at noon slack tide the bar is open, but at 1600 max ebb the
conditions will be dangerous and we will not be allowed to enter. If we are to turn around then
we need to be across the bar by 1300. Based on all available information we decide to continue
south until 1100 and then decide, continue south or make a course for Astoria knowing that if we
head for port, we will most likely be there for a while, perhaps a week or more.
Curious as to what we decided. Look for part 2 next month…….

Coastal Yacht Delivery Part 2
Let me see, where did we leave off? Oh ya, it’s around 1100 on day two of our coastal delivery, we
left California by plane about 30 hours ago, but due to delays we arrived late to Friday Harbor
and are now behind the weather front that we had hoped to stay out in front of. Having just
passed the Columbia River and as we approach Tillamook Head, the winds are building, the seas
are rough, and thunderstorms are forecasted ahead of us. We now are considering our options of
either turning around and heading for Astoria to sit out the weather, or, continue south and
manage our fuel so that we can make the next port. All through the night we kept an eye on the
sea conditions and an ear on the weather forecasters.
From the log:
1110 – 6 miles north of Tillamook Head. Speed 6.0 kts. Wind waves 5 to 7 feet and a west swell 4 to 6 feet. Winds
South 20 to 25 kts, gusts to 35 kts. Heading 145° Magnetic. Thunderstorms in sight ahead.
Since passing the Columbia River we have made approximately 14 miles in 2 ½ hours and it will
take at least another hour to get around Tillamook Head. I don’t mind rough seas and making
slow progress as long as we don’t stress the boat and are operating safely, but as the weather
worsens I’m leaning towards turning around and heading for Astoria. My co-captain on this trip
is a world class sailor and has a lot of experience with ocean racing in midsize sailboats.
Although being able to read the weather and sea condition is important for any skipper, it is
more important for a sail boater, especially one that wants to win races. In conditions like we
see now, I defer to the more experienced and he agrees that the right decision is to head for
Astoria. I really hate turning around, but we both agree heading for port is the safest decision. As
we look for a good set of swell
and wave to spin the boat, we
are getting the latest forecast for
the Columbia River Bar
conditions. From the National
Weather Service website we get
the mid morning update.
From the log:
Columbia River Bar: small craft
advisory for hazardous sea conditions
(they always say that)
In the main channel combined seas 9 to
10 feet, easing to 7 feet in the early
afternoon. Seas will build to 15 feet
with breakers during the ebb around 4
PM. (that is not good)
Once we are turned around and heading north, we will have the wind and seas behind us and
the ride should be much calmer. Our plan is to make 10 to 11 kts and cross the bar in the early
afternoon, when the conditions will be calmest. We find a good spot to turn and power the boat
around 180 degrees. With the gusty winds the bow comes right around for us and we steady up
our new course of 211°M in seconds. The ride being much calmer, now is a good time to get a fresh
cup of coffee and perhaps some lunch.

Sitting in the main saloon with a fresh hot coffee looking out over the cockpit, one can get a
good feeling as how large those wind waves are. With our relatively slow speed of 10 kts those
wind waves occasionally overtake us and break over the transom and fill the cockpit with water.
Part of the design of the sport fisher with a low transom is there are large scuppers that allow
the water to drain out of the cockpit almost as fast as it enters, but it is pretty spectacular
watching a wave break over the transom. I must have been rocked into a nap as I was being
woken up an hour and half later as we made our approach to the Columbia River.
From the log:
1245– Approaching Columbia
River Entrance Buoy “CR. Speed
11.5 kts. Wind waves 5 to 7 feet
and a west swell 3 to 5 feet. Winds
south 20 to 25 kts, gusts to 35.
Heading 211°Magnetic. Lots of ship
traffic.
The captains and pilots on
the commercial vessels
entering and departing the
Columbia River make a
radio call on VHF Channel
13
announcing
their
intentions. Upbound vessels
make their announcement
when approaching the “CR” buoy and state which channel they intend and destination while
downbound vessels make the announcement after making the Tansy Point turn and passing
under the Astoria Bridge. It is expected that any vessel using the channel make contact to
arrange meeting, crossing, or overtaking arrangements.
From the south the entrance to the
Columbia River is straight forward.
There is a lighthouse at Cape
Disappointment located at the
north point of at the Columbia
River entrance. There is also an
entrance range that keeps us in the
channel and guides us past the
south jetty where we make our turn
easterly and follow the red buoys
around Clatsop spit. After we pass
Clatsop Spit buoy #14 we can safely
navigate outside the channel since
we have 20 to 30 feet of water near
the buoys. Once we get passed the
breakwater the seas calm quite a bit
but the winds are still blowing
strong. As we are making our way upriver, keeping close to the red side of the channel, I kept
wondering why someone would name a prominent landmark, Cape Disappointment. We know
from our high school history classes that most of the land features along the pacific coast were
named by the ship captain that discovered them and he usually named them after one of his

officers. Which officer was the captain thinking of when he named this rock feature Cape
Disappointment? A little research later revealed that is was Captain John Meares, an English fur
trader, who in 1788 gave this 700 foot tall rock formation its name. He was following a Spanish
chart and looking for what we now call the Columbia River. Being unable to find the river he
wrote in his log that no river exists and assigned the label Cape Disappointment.
Once we are past the breakwater
at Clatsop Spit, we power up and
are making 16 kts against the river
current. At around 1400 as we are
approaching the Astoria city
harbor we call ahead and make
arrangements for docking. The
harbormaster tells us that we can
pick any open berth we want and
there are a few end ties just inside
the harbor that we might find
desirable. She seemed awfully
accommodating, letting us pick
where we wanted tie up, so we
planned to make our way into the
marina and look around for
something we like. Thinking that
the winds would abate as we approached the marina I was a little surprised that we still had 25
kts winds, but inside the marina should be more protected.
We passed the seawall and entered the marina only to find 3 foot breaking wind waves with
white water everywhere we looked. It was now clear why the harbormaster was so
accommodating and told us to “just pick any slip you like”.
You enter the marina in a southerly direction and once past the sea walls on both sides the fuel
dock is close in and to starboard while the main marina is ahead and to the left. We have 25 kts
winds on the bow and see several end ties dead ahead that look long enough for us and appear
have some protection from the wind from the boats docked in their slips. We select a spot that
has a commercial fish boat secured at the upwind slip and proceed to fender up on the starboard
side. As we make our approach it becomes apparent that the dock is shorter than our boat so
getting the stern to the dock will require the bow to be out past the other end and be exposed to
the wind. I bring the boat towards the dock at a steep angle, twist left, give the port engine some
throttle and have the stern approaching the dock. Now remember that I have only docked this
particular boat once, 24 hours ago, in Friday Harbor. That was a sunny, warm, windless day
with a fuel dock 200 feet long and a turning area large enough to maneuver a battleship. This is a
little different, so when I overshot the dock by 10 feet, got the bow into the wind, and before I
could do anything the bow is 25 feet off the dock and the stern missed by 6 feet, you got to cut
me a little slack. No worries, we will just come around and try it again.
As the wind is blowing us towards the sea wall as I quickly get the boat turned back into the
wind and line up for another approach. Having seen how much wind there is at the dock and
learning from the first attempt, I approach the dock this time with a little more authority.
Basically the same maneuver, with more speed and more power, brings us up to the dock, twist
the boat around and push the stern to the dock. Unfortunately this time I undershot the dock
and the stern was exposed to the wind, was blown away and I missed for a second time. As I get

the look of disgust from the cockpit, I shrug my shoulders and announce plan B. It’s not as pretty
but this time we are going to stern the boat into the wind, bringing the swim step up to the
dock, steps off the boat with midship spring line in hand, and make it fast to a cleat. With a
midship spring I can easily control both bow and stern, and the boat comes right up to the dock,
secure the bow, and then secure the stern. We have arrived. Not a very good docking record on
this boat, 2 for 4, but I will have more opportunities to improve that. As I step off the boat and
prepare an offshore stern line, I glance over the harbormasters office as see that a crowd has
gathered to watch the show. I guess everybody like a train wreck!
With the boat secured we make the long walk around the marina and up to the harbormasters
office where we are greeted by a room full of fisherman with congratulations on a good job of
docking. One of them comments that docking in these conditions with thrusters and twin
engines is much easier than his boat, a single screw trawler with a large rudder. You can’t image
the look on his face when I told him, yes, we do have twin engines, but no we don’t have
thrusters. I’m not feeling quite as bad as I did twenty minutes ago. As we are signing in and
making docking arrangements for the evening the harbormaster asks if we want to fuel this
afternoon, if not she wants to close the fuel dock. I look out window at the fuel dock and see
another upwind docking with the wind on the beam, but more importantly a 65 foot Nordhaven,
not forty feet down wind, with a very proud bow and a really large anchor ready to grab
anything that comes close. Must be that train wreck thing again. I pass. Perhaps we will fuel in
the morning.
Over the years I have found the local fisherman to be a great source of weather and sea condition
information. They are familiar with the local waters and will happily provide advice on local
conditions. I don’t like what we are being told however. These guys are all in port because the
conditions are bad and getting worse. None of these guys except one would dare head south for
the next few days. The one exception is a tug boat driver with an 80 foot tug. He is going out
with the morning tide but expects to only make 3 to 4 knots and burn lots of fuel. This isn’t very
encouraging since the NWS forecast for southern Oregon and Northern California is for the
conditions to deteriorate later in the week. If we don’t leave in the morning, it looks as if we are
stuck here for a week. We get directions to the local waterfront hangout where we are sure to
solicit more advice while getting a hot dinner. Before we head out we have some chores on the
boat; rinse it off, check the engine fluids, and the other systems. As we are walking down the
dock and have a clear view of the boat she looks to be sitting stern low. That seems a bit odd
since we have transferred all the fuel from the aft tank I would expect the trim to be more even.
On closer examination, we see that not only is the stern low, but it is really low. When I open
the hatch to lazarette and find it almost completely flooded, I understand why she is trimmed
low in the stern. But what I don’t understand is why the bilge pumps are not extracting the
water. We tested the pumps before getting underway and they all worked. A quick check of the
pump circuit breaker and all looks good so we activate the pump manually. It comes to life and
in less than 15 minutes the lazarette is emptied. The pump works fine but the automatic float
switch doesn’t. Now I remember that these are the electronic water sensor switches and not the
mechanical float. The mechanical float switches are easy to test, just reach down and lift the
float. The electronic water sensors cannot be tested and now we find out this one doesn’t work.
A combination of a defective hatch gasket that allowed water from the cockpit to leak into the
lazarette, a defective water sensor, and heavy sea conditions allowed several hundred gallons of
water to weigh down the stern. While most recreational boats have a common bilge where
water can move between the spaces, the design of this boat has three separate bilge spaces with
no water movement between them. Water in the lazarette stays there and won’t move to the
other areas where other pumps can take care of it. These are design tradeoffs and one of them is

that pumps in other bilge spaces won’t pump this space free if it floods. A high water alarm in
this space would be a nice addition.
After getting the boat cleaned up, systems checked, dinner at the local waterfront pub with lots
of advice, and a good night’s sleep, we wake early to find conditions haven’t improved much.
Still strong south winds along the northern Oregon coast and a forecast for worse throughout
the day, and now a weather front is moving into southern Oregon. Looks like the boat is stuck in
Astoria and we need to make plans to head back to California for a week or so. Before we leave I

want to put the boat in better location, one that doesn’t have the wind on the beam, and
preferably one where we can get more lines. There is an empty 60 foot slip on the other side of
the marina up next to the sea wall that looks a bit more protected, so we move the boat and
secure her. Shortly after noon the guy from Enterprise shows up with our rental car. In ten hours
we will be home waiting out the weather with cigars and port. You didn’t think I was going to
fly back to California?
Are we ever going to get the boat to San Francisco? Find out in part 3

Coastal Yacht Delivery Part 3
What a difference a week makes. The boat has been sitting in Astoria weathering the storms
while we passed the time waiting in the relative warmth of California. The weather forecasters
were showing a two to three day window along the Oregon and California coasts and the next
weather system developing in the northern part of Canada.
We arrived late in the afternoon
to find a bright sunny day in
Astoria. The light winds are now
out of the northeast and the
marina is pretty well protected.
It’s easy to move the boat to the
fuel dock in these conditions and
with a perfect stern in docking
I’m now 3 for 5 and I didn’t even
give the giant anchor hanging off
the front of that 65 Nordhaven a
second look. We took on 600
gallons of fuel, topped up the
water tanks, and did the system
checks. By the time the sun set we
had the boat ready to go and made
plans for an early morning
departure. The tide prediction
called for a minus tide at 1900 and
a favorable tide the next morning
at 0530. The weather forecast
called
for
improving
sea
conditions by morning so our
plan was set; we would get
underway at 0400, make our way
down the river arriving at the bar
at the end of the ebb and near the
slack tide at 0530, and be heading
south as the sun rises.
From the log:
Columbia River Bar: small craft advisory for rough river bar in effect thru Wednesday morning (Remember
they always say that). In the main channel combined seas to 9 feet, easing to 7 feet in the early evening. Seas
temporarily to 12 feet during the ebb at 0200. Breakers are expected to cover the bar during the ebbs.
We made our way again to the local watering hole only to find the place nearly empty. All of the
locals were out from the harbor making money on their boats; I take this as a good sign as we
have the place to ourselves. After a great dinner and short walk back at the marina we are
walking down a ramp to the dock that is so steep that we need to hold on. Good thing we took
all the gear down earlier when the tide was high. The path to our boat takes us past that big 65
foot Nordhaven and I have to look twice as I can believe that I’m looking at the bottom of her.
The boat is sitting on the bottom with 3 feet out of the water and the dock lines are as tight as a
piano string. After seeing this we take a good look at our boat. We are still floating but the

depth sound indicates we have just a bit less than one foot of water below the keel. A minus tide
is pretty low in the marina.
The alarm sounds at 0330 and after having had a good 6 hours of rest we are up and ready to go.
As predicted the tide has come up several feet and we now have plenty of water under us. While
we are making our final preparations we have the VHF radios monitoring channels 13 and 16, I’m
surprised by the amount of radio traffic this early in the morning. The radio traffic consists of up
bound and down bound vessels announcing their intentions when entering the channel and
with concerned vessels establishing contact and making passing arrangements. Having run
ferries in San Francisco I’m pretty good at memorizing a half dozen ships names, their locations,
and lane intentions, but here, where the names, locations and movements are unfamiliar, I
quickly get overwhelmed. Guess it’s time to get out the notebook and start writing down the
pertinent information. The first vessel we expect to meet is the pilot boat, up bound and just 1.5
miles west of the bridge. Just about as soon as we exit the marina and move to the green side of
the channel, I can make out his unique navigation lights; white over red mast head light along
with the red and green side lights. A call to him on the VHF and we quickly establish a port-toport passing. It seems to me as though the distance is closing quickly and I confirm that we have
the engines at idle speed and the transmissions just clutched in. One of us is going pretty fast.
When I look down at the GPS and see that it is us, our speed is 13 kts. The river current has to
be over 7 kts and we are moving down the river pretty fast.
From the log:
0405 – underway from Astoria. Winds east 10 – 15 kts, 5 foot wind waves, speed 13.5 kts.

Shortly after passing the pilot boat we get a call from another up bound vessel. This time it’s a
tug pushing a barge. He requests a port-to-port passing and we agree. We put the ARPA on him
and see his speed against this current is only 4 kts. He is slow and I would be happier if we
could just slow down a little, but, we need to keep steerageway our 6 kts thru the water speed is
just about minimum for us to keep control. However at this speed we are going to arrive at the
Columbia River bar early and before the slack tide and possibly before the waves settle down.
As we are rounding Clatsop Spit, making a 90 degree turn to the left, and coming to a westerly
heading, we get another radio call. This time it’s a large ship approximately 3 miles off our bow.
It takes a few seconds to find him among all the lights. After acknowledging his call he requests
that we come right and arrange a port-to-pass. We had intentionally moved to the red side of
the channel when we came around the spit since we wanted to get on a southerly heading as
quickly as possible. The ride going in a southerly direction is much better than westerly. I did
have his vessel in the notebook but his speed was greater than anticipated and combined with
our speed, the distance closed much quicker than expected. Inside of 4 minutes we will be
within a mile of each other and that is to close. The proper choice is to agree with his request,
come right immediately, and get on the proper side of the channel, even it is a rougher ride for us.
A few minutes later as the ship passes close to port we can see that it is a large car carrier. She
looks to be in the 700 foot range and travelling in excess of 14 kts. Once past we can now get on
a southerly heading, find smoother water, and speed up.
From the log:
0538 – Passing Columbia River channel buoy #2. Speed 11 kts. Wind waves 2 to3 feet and a west swell 4 to 6 feet.
Winds northeast 10 to 15 kts. Heading 165° Magnetic.
As the sun rises and we get further away from the Columbia River the seas flatten out even more
and the winds are starting to subside and are on our stern. By 0700 we have passed Tillamook
head, increased our speed to 19 kts, and have settled in to a routine comfortable ride. For the
next five hours the autopilot keeps us on the same heading, 165° magnetic, and the engines just
purr along at 65% load. We pass Newport Oregon around 1200, make a course change of 10
degrees to the right, and are now on a heading of 175° magnetic. In another five hours we should
be approaching Cape Blanco reef.
From the log:
1730 – Passing Cape Blanco Reef. Speed 19.5
kts. Wind waves 3 to 4 feet and a northwest
swell 5 to 7 feet. Winds north 20 kts. Heading
165° Magnetic. ER Check, nothing notable.
Transferred 200 gallons fuel.
After passing Cape Blanco Reef, we
make another slight course correction
and come left to a heading of 155°
magnetic and are now heading for St.
George Reef. We have had a great day
and have made good progress but as
the sun sets and we come around St.
George Reef at 2100 we need to slow
for the overnight run to Humboldt
Bay to take on fuel in the morning.

Our next planned fuel stop is the
fuel dock in Eureka, and based on
the tide forecast at the entrance of
Humboldt Bay we want to arrive at
the bar entrance at approximately
0230 for the calmest water. Based
on our distance we calculate that a
speed of 10.5 kts and a heading of
160° magnetic should put us at the
Humboldt Bay safe water buoy at
0200.
Sunset was very dramatic and we
have the side windows open, the
rear isinglass rolled up, and just
enjoying the early evening cruise.
At 2130 we are passing Reading
Rocks Light, we are both on the
bridge and just finished a gourmet
dinner of microwave pizza and an
ice cold bottle of water, when I see
shadows moving around the bridge.
At first I thought it was my
imagination but when I hear yelling
and rapid arm movements on my
left I quickly realize that something
is amiss. Birds! We have a half
dozen birds flying around inside the
bridge seemingly attacking us. We
are now running around frantically
swatting at the birds and trying to
get them to fly out the window and
go back to wherever they came from. When you look back on this, it is actually quite funny, but
at the time it was weird. On the upside I have another entry in my book of firsts.
At 0210 we arrive at the Humboldt Bay safe water buoy and by 0315 we have made our way
across the bar, thru the bay, and are secured at the city docks. We get a few hours of rest and at
0645 we move the boat to the fuel dock so that we are first in line when they open at 0800.

The term fuel dock is not exactly accurate. As with many of the fuel docks along the pacific
coast, Eureka is a wharf. A wharf with wood and metal piles, no fendering, and many sharp
objects projecting towards the unwary boater means you put out lots of fenders and carefully
select where you tie off. These wharfs are designed to fuel metal ships not plastic boats so we
take a lot of extra time positioning fenders exactly where they will do the most good and get
extra lines so that the vessel will not move around while we are fueling. By the time we are
secured and ready to fuel, the dock is coming to life and we are first in line this morning. At 0915
we have taken on 700 gallons
of fuel, done our engine and
systems checks, and are ready
to get back underway.
From the log:
0955 – Passing Humboldt Bay safe
water buoy. Speed 16.5 kts. Wind
waves 2 to 3 feet and a northwest
swell 4 to 6 feet. Winds north 10 to
15 kts. Heading 195° Magnetic.
Our first course change this
morning will be at Cape
Mendocino. Based on the sea
conditions and forecasts we
will often times go around

Cape Mendocino 10 or more miles offshore as this can be a very rough area. But this morning the
conditions are great and we can stay close in and keep our speed. By 1115 we are around the Cape
and are on our new heading of 135° magnetic. This will take us to Punta Gorda where we make
another slight change of 15°right just after noon. We can now keep this heading, 150° magnetic,
for the next four hours.

At approximately 1630 we passed Pt. Arena and made a course change and came left to 136°
magnetic. This course will take us a few miles off of Pt. Reyes and after we slow at sunset we
should be there around midnight.
From the log:
1622 – Passing Point Arena. Speed 19 kts. Wind waves less than 1 foot and a northwest swell 4 to 6 feet. Winds
north < 10 kts. Heading 136° Magnetic. ER check, nothing notable
The seas have been great all day and we have had a comfortable ride. After enjoying another
beautiful sunset as we pass Bodega Head, we slow the boat to 11 kts for the evening. Tonight we
are dining on gourmet peanut butter sandwiches and our remaining apples. Life is good out here.
At around 0200 we pass under the Golden Gate Bridge and by 0300 we are secured at the
Marina Village guest dock, just short of 48 hours of nearly continuous running from Astoria to
San Francisco. After taking a few hours to get some rest, at 0700 we are washing down the boat,
cleaning up the inside and packing our gear. At 1100 the owner arrives and we all go and have a
nice lunch where we can swap sea stories, hand off the keys, and complete the delivery contract.
As we are offloading our gear we are handed a nice bottle of Port to enjoy along with a well

deserved cigar. I’m a little tired but a near perfect 2 days of coastal running and I’m ready for
port and cigars.
Another great coastal delivery completed. Some memorable moments and I finally had the
opportunity to take a Riviera along the Pacific Coast. As with every boating adventure we learn

a few things. So what did we learn on this trip? The big one was check the operation of the
automatic bilge pump switches and for spaces that don’t have high water alarms, make regular
visual checks for water intrusion. We mistakenly only checked the engine room bilges at regular
intervals and didn’t look in the other spaces. We also neglected to take into account the speed of
the river current when calculating time and distance. We arrived early at the Columbia River
Bar and the sea conditions we experienced were rougher because of our early arrival.
If you are considering a coastal cruise, proper trip planning is essential. Having made more than
40 voyages between Seattle and San Francisco I can confirm that no two are the same. It seems
that the weather forecasters don’t get it right as often as they get it wrong so be prepared and
have contingency plans. Coastal cruising is great fun, great adventure, and can be done safely.
This trip from Friday Harbor, WA to Alameda, CA was approximately 865 nautical miles and
we put 63 hours on the engines.
Mark Twain put it better than I can; “Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by
the things that you didn’t do than by the ones that you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail
away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.”
Have a good story to tell. Email me, I love a good story. patcarson@yachtsmanmagazine.com

